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Chapter and hence the rule that honours are bestowed on resi-
IL dents in the Dominions on the recommendation of the
Dominion Governments and on the advice of the British
Government. There is no derogation from sovereignty
in this. On the other hand, it is open to the Dominion
Parliaments to legislate to create local honours which
might be bestowed on the request of ministers; nor
would it be illegitimate for the Dominion ministry to
advise the King to create by the prerogative a local
order which he then could award on local advice
solely. The Statute of Westminster by its grant of the
widest legislative power enables the Dominion Parlia-
ments if they please to negate the use or recognition
of titles in their territories. Thus it is clearly open to
Canada, if she so desires, to carry out the request long
since vainly made to the British Parliament to legis-
late so as to bring to an end the validity of hereditary
titles granted to certain Canadian residents on the
death of the original holders. But the essential fact is
that no element of subordination now exists in this
matter.
(12) The Statute, as has been seen, removes for the
future the essential restrictions on the validity of
Dominion legislation. But, as was forcibly argued in
the Irish Parliament during the discussion of the terms
of the Statute, the mere fact that the Imperial Parlia-
ment can remove restrictions implies that it can at
will reimpose them. There is in fact a fundamental
difficulty which afforded no logical mode of solution.
It was long ago felt by Bacon when he commented on
the Act of Henry VIL to forbid the punishment by
Act of Parliament of any person who assisted a King
de facto and reckoned it more just than legal. "For a

